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BrandingUpBaby
■ A groundbreaking study recently featured in the Archives of Pediatrics
& Adolescent Medicine concludes that preschool-age children greatly
prefer the taste of food wrapped in McDonald’s packaging to the same
choices served in unmarked wrappers. Researchers presented identical
hamburgers, chicken nuggets, French fries, milk, juice, and carrots—both
with and without the Golden Arches logo—to 63 three-to-ﬁve-year-old Head Start students. In every
taste test, the children overwhelmingly favored the ﬂavor of the McDonald’s food, with less than
one-quarter of the subjects realizing that the differently packaged foods tasted exactly the same.
This is, perhaps, the ﬁrst study ever done that conclusively shows the effect of corporate branding on
children, and highlights the alarming inﬂuence that pervasive advertising has over developing young
minds. In response, University of Chicago marketing professor Pradeep Chintagunta suggested that
researchers examine how McDonald’s stacks up with kids against some other widely recognized
brand like Mickey Mouse. CNN.com

CookingCat-astrophe
■ You’d expect to ﬁnd ﬂesh from cows, chickens, pigs, and other animals as entries in a standard cooking
contest, but how about feral-cat meat? Catvocates around the world collectively hissed when children’s
book writer and illustrator Kaye Kessing presented her Cat’n Quandog at a culinary competition in Alice
Springs, Australia, this past August. They were further incensed when newspapers published the recipe,
encouraging readers to catch and cook homeless felines, which Kessing has allegedly been doing for nearly
two decades because, as she puts it, ferals survive by eating native wildlife. The Australia-based website
ﬂippyscatpage.com condemned Kessing with an online petition calling for a global boycott of her works.
Nohl Rosen of Cat Galaxy, an Internet radio and TV station out of Arizona that reports on cat issues, said
Kessing’s actions are “a despicable, heinous crime against cats,” and that “humane trap, neuter, and return
programs are the most effective method of managing feral populations.” catgalaxymedia.com

LivesAtSteak
■ As a teenager, 28-year-old Sarah Jones raised farmed
animals for 4-H contests in her hometown of Strongsville,
Ohio. Like many other kids in the extracurricular agriculture
program, Jones bonded emotionally with the animals she fed,
groomed, and cared for. The experience of exhibiting them for
prizes and auctioning them off to meat buyers for slaughter
thus changed her perspective, and now she is on a mission
to rescue animals raised by 4-H students by outbidding the
competition. While she used to purchase animals at auction
posing as a meat buyer, Jones recently went public with a
campaign to save Bentley, a steer raised for a year by a 15year-old girl. Unfortunately, she didn’t receive quite enough
donations to win Bentley’s freedom, and he was butchered
for meat. On a happier note, Jones’ group did manage to save
another young steer’s life, their handsome new “spokesteer”
named Rhett Butler. myspace.com/savebentley
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AFatalCaseoftheBlues
■ An emerging disease has killed an untold number of hogs in China. The highly-contagious blue
ear pig disease results in reproductive and respiratory failure, but some experts fear that many
pigs may be dying from a far more lethal, mutated form of the virus that also causes severe organ
damage. Chinese scientists are studying the pathogen, but have not shared tissue samples or
ﬁndings with other animal-disease experts because they want to retain exclusive patent rights
when a vaccine is developed. In fact, the more pigs die from the disease, the more lucrative the
market for a working serum will become, with projected royalties reaching up to $265 million next
year in China alone. While there is no clear evidence suggesting blue ear pig disease can be passed
to humans who consume infected pork, many pandemics (including mad cow, SARS, and avian
inﬂuenza) have made the jump between species. Washington Post
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■ The United States Postal Service is considering a new postage
stamp featuring the famous face of fast-food icon Colonel Harland
Sanders, founder of the Kentucky Fried Chicken franchise.
According to PETA, the proposal is the brainchild of KFC marketers
who hope the stamp will serve as an effective advertising tool. KFC
remains virtually alone in the fast food industry in their refusal to initiate
basic reforms regarding the way their suppliers raise chickens. In response to consumer demand,
McDonald’s, Burger King, Wendy’s, and, most recently, Carl’s Jr., have all moved to improve the
welfare of animals used to make their food, whereas animal advocates maintain that it’s unethical
for the Postal Service to promote a corporation that abuses animals and harms human health. To
voice your opinion on the Colonel Sanders stamp, write to: Citizens’ Stamp Advisory Committee,
US Postal Service, 1735 N. Lynn Street, Suite 5013, Arlington, VA 22209-6432. blog.peta.org
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Starchof

Progress
■ A recently released study suggests that the genetic replication of speciﬁc starch-digesting
enzymes may be the key to understanding humanity’s unique evolutionary trajectory as the
dominant species on the planet. Researchers recently discovered that humans have about seven
times as many copies of the amylase gene in their saliva than chimpanzees, our closest living
relatives, with whom we share roughly 98 percent of our DNA. The high levels of this enzyme
in human spit makes it much easier for us to digest protein from starch sources, giving more
credence to the theory that early humans relied far more on foods such as tubers and bulbs (the
wild-growing plants that are the predecessors of today’s potatoes, carrots, and onions) than
meat for dietary survival. Scientists speculate that our ancestors’ ability to expand their diets with
nutritious starches provided the crucial resources needed for the development of our large and
complex brains. scientistlive.com
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■ Animal agriculturists are stepping up their efforts to make killing animals more palatable
to consumers by softening the terms used to deﬁne common factory farming practices. For
example, speaking at the Arkansas Poultry Federation symposium in September, Mississippi
State University professor and veterinarian Timothy Cummings suggested that chicken producers
start using the term “beak conditioning” rather than “debeaking,” and that the “backup killer”
in slaughterhouses instead be referred to as a “knife operator.” Why the focus on language?
Because communication specialists know that “Whoever deﬁnes the issue controls the debate,”
as Cummings said in his talk. Debeaking involves partially searing off the beaks of 6- to- 10-dayold chicks to reduce pecking and cannibalism caused by overcrowding birds together in battery
cages and growing houses. Industry insiders hope that using a euphemism to describe this
mutilation will hoodwink consumers into believing that chickens raised for meat and eggs don’t
have it so bad after all. Arkansas Democrat-Gazette

AWing&
aPrayer
■ This past August, a court in Petach Tikva,
Israel, ruled that kapparot, a Jewish ritual in
which Orthodox Hasidic rabbis swing chickens
over their heads and then slice their throats with
razors, violates the country’s animal welfare
laws. The traditional ceremony is performed
between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, and
is intended to allow the transference of an
adherent’s sins into the body of a chicken so
they can be extinguished along with the bird’s
life. In large US cities like New York, Chicago,
and Los Angeles, hundreds of chickens wait
for days in cramped cages before kapparot
starts, often lacking food, water, and adequate
shelter from the elements. Rabbinical law
permits the substitution of a monetary donation
for charitable purposes in place of a chicken,
allowing people to partake in the ancient
custom in a manner that is more consistent with
Jewish teachings on cultivating compassion and
respect for animals. haaretz.com
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■ A recent report published by the
American Institute for Cancer Research
(AICR) and the World Cancer Research Fund
(WCRF) entitled “Food, Nutrition, Physical
Activity, and the Prevention of Cancer: A
Global Perspective” concludes that strictly
limiting meat consumption is one of the
most integral factors in preventing certain
types of cancer, especially colorectal. In
the report, researchers conclude that no
amount of processed meat, such as bacon
or lunchmeat, can be considered safe
to consume. While the American Meat
Institute refuted these findings, both
the AICR and WCRF stood by the report,
responding with, “…The AICR Second
Expert Report examined the evidence
on meat and colorectal cancer risk in a
systematic, transparent, and objective
manner and concluded that consumption
of red meat and especially processed meat
increases risk.” Other increased risk factors
for developing cancer include excess body
weight and physical inactivity, according to
the report.
American Institute for Cancer Research
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■ The town of Dimona, Israel, is now the
official home of the African Hebrew Israelites,
who originally settled here more than 30
years ago. The group, who immigrated to
Israel from the United States and has never—
until now—been recognized as Jewish by
the Israeli government, has grown from 300
members to roughly 3,000. Popularly referred
to as “the Black Hebrews,” the completely
vegan group plans to develop a tourismoriented holistic wellness resort complete
with restaurants and health clinics on land
given to them by the Israeli government.
Medical researchers in the US studying the
group found levels of hypertension, obesity,
and high cholesterol—conditions usually
common in African-American populations—to
be much lower than average. Reuters
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